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 Item Name Item Description Price Condition

3265
Zeppelin und Luftfahrt [Paperback] Christ-

Stamps

A listing in German and English of 3500 examples of postcards, 

flight covers &amp; memorabilia covering Aviation and Zeppelin 

flights.

$20.00

4174
100 Jahre Luftschiffe. Becker, Hans-Jürgen and 

Höfling, Rudolf

Well illustrated book on the history of the various airships of the 

world. Written in German
$7.95

4199
Pioneer of Intercontinental Aviation By Chance 

[Paperback] Meighörner, Wolfgang

The History of Zeppelin Airship Type "W" is a doctoral thesis paper 

and is a scientific approach to the history of military airship 

aviation

$50.00

8232
Zeppelin Post Zeppelin Mail The Gerhard Wolff 

Collection [Card Book] Heinrich Kohler-Auktion

Auction catalog of 533 lots of Zeppelin postal history described in 

German & English. Includes illustrations in color
$45.00

8410
Zeppelin and Aviation Specialized Auction 

December 201 [Paperback] Christ Stamps

Auction catalog of 5400 well illustrated and described lots of 

aviation and Zeppelin postal history written in German and English
$50.00

pages are clean. Cover with some corner bends. 

Appears never used

8411
Zeppelin and Aviation Specialized Auction 

February 2010 [Paperback] Christ Stamps

Auction catalog of over 4500 various lots of Zeppelin and Aviation 

postal history including post cards, seals and some memorabilia. 

Well illustrated and described.

$50.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean without 

defect. Some corner bumping on cover. Appears 

never to very minimal usage

8412
Zeppelin and Aviation Memorabilia [Paperback] 

Christ Stamps

Auction catalog features over 825 various lots of Zeppelin and 

Aviation memorabilia. Includes porcelain, toys, banners, 

pamphlets, cards, letters, etc..... A unique and valuable reference 

for the collector of Aviation related material

$50.00

8431 Zeppelin-Weltfahrten [Hardcover] Heel Verlag

Reprint edition in Dutch which illustrates the 265 different photos 

which were issued originally as photo cards to be placed into an 

album. The book illustrates the development of all of the various 

airships that Count Zeppelin inspired. A wonderful reference for 

the Zeppelin enthusiast.

$85.00

8444
Graf Zeppelin and Hindenburg [Plastic Comb] 

James F. Danner

A 243 page spiral bound study of the history and memorabilia of 

the great airships. Included in the work are more than 200 

photographs of such items as menus, wine lists, tickets, passenger 

lists, baggage labels, pins, buttons, and philatelic materials

$72.95

Pages and binding are firm. Appears to have 

minimal usage. Owners label on front piece. 

Pages and cover clean without defect. Appears 

better than "Very Good"

8449
Hindenburg: An Illustrated History Archbold, 

Rick and Marschall, Ken
Well illustrated history of the airship Hindenburg. $40.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used. Dust cover intact without defect
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8469

With the Zeppelin to South America-Diary of 

the Round Trip 1931 (Paperback) [Paperback] 

Carl Bruer

$45.00

8508

Zeppelin: An illustrated life of Count Ferdinand 

Von Zeppelin 1838-1917  (Lifelines) Guttery, 

Thomas Ewart

A study of his life reveals a being of exceptional faith, strength of 

will and character and , lying deeply within his nature, a lofty 

sense of duty.

$10.00
pages and binding are firm and clean. Appears 

minimal to never used.

8511
When Zeppelins Flew in pictures [Hardcover] 

Ken Dallison

This book captures in specially commissioned illustrations and text 

all the absorbing details of the Zeppelin era, from the intricate 

construction of the big gas bags to the exploits of their most 

daring commanders.

$25.00
pages and binding are firm and clean. Dustcover 

intact with very minor defect at edge

8513
Fire & Ice Zeppelins, Aerophilately & Titanic 

[Perfect Paperback] Kelleher Auctions

Illustrated auction catalog of 641 various lots of Zeppelin & 

Aerophiately memorabilia
$40.00

Pages and binding are tight and clean. Well 

illustrated in color with descriptions

8514
German Rigid Airships [Perfect Paperback] The 

Naval & Military Press

A unique British intelligence manual written in 1917 and based on 

the examination of two shot-down Zeppelins. Scores of 

photographs, drawings, plans and diagrams as well as chapters on 

types, training and personnel, contruction, armaments, gas valves, 

telegraph apparatus, compasses, and much more

$75.00

8515
The Hindenburg Tragedy [Hardcover] Day, 

James
A closer look at the Hindenburg disaster $45.00

Pages and binding are firm and clean. Appears 

never used.

8516
105. Auktion Zeppelinpost David R. Kirch 

Collection [Perfect Paperback] Ulrich Felzmann

Auction catalog of 3158 examples of Zeppelin posts including 

many color illustrations.
$75.00

8517
The Thomas P. Knapp Collection of 

Aerophilately [Paperback] Kelleher Auctions

Well illustrated auction catalog of 1066 different lots of lighter 

than air and heavier than air examples.
$35.00

8519

Saargebiets-Vertragsstaatenpost und LZ 127 

Graf Zeppelin 1929 bis 1934 [Perfect 

Paperback] Horst Hartman

Usage of the LZ-127 from Saar. Well described ind illustrated $45.00 Pages and cover clean without defect.

8523
H. von Parseval Graf Zeppelin und die deutsche 

Luftfahrt [Hardcover] Aufust von Parseval

Manuscript written in German by H. von Parsevel who was a 

manufacturer of airships. Illustrated with black and while 

photographs of various airships and early history of the Zeppelin 

company

$50.00
Pages and binding are clean. Pages attached to 

binding other than pages 2-3 attached but loose.
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8548

Fire [Paperback] Kelleher Auctions	Well 

illustrated auction catalog of 480 lots 

comprised of examples of Zeppelin flights, 

Aerophilately, and memorabilia	35	1	Pages 

and binding are firm and tight. Appears never 

used	1

4N-BVK0-

10N5

The Lindow Collection of Zeppelin Issues & 

Flights (Stamp Auction Catalog) (Nutmeg Stamp 

Sales, Sale 8, Aug 6, 1998) [Paperback] Nutmeg 

Stamp Sales

$65.00
Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean. Appears 

never used

8170-a

Reliving the Era of the Great Airships 

Hindenburg an illustrated history [Hardcover] 

Rick Archbold

Photographic and descriptive illustrated history of the air ship 

Hindenburg
$39.00

pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears 

never used.

8469a

With the Zeppelin to South America-Diary of 

the Round Trip 1931 (Paperback) [Paperback] 

Carl Bruer

A collection of flight diaries written by the Graf Zeppelin 

passenger Carl Bruer
$39.00

8515a
The Zeppelins [Hardcover] Lehmann, Captain 

Ernst and Mingos, Howard

The development of the airship with the story of the Zeppelin air 

raids in the World War
$275.00 Pages and binding are firm and clean.

P-3262
Hobbyphilatelie Sonderkatalog: Luftpost und 

Zeppelin [Paperback] Hobbyphilatelie

Over 2500 lots of Airpost and Zeppelin postal history. A valuable 

reference for the aviation specialist
$20.00

Pages and cover are sound and clean. Pages and 

binding are firm. Appears lightly to never used.

P-3287
Hobbyphilatelie Sonderkatalog: Zeppelinpost 

[Paperback] Hobbyphilatelie

Auction catalog featuring over 2000 lots of Zeppelin postal history. 

Well illustrated with descriptions.
$20.00

Pages clean without defect. Cover shows age and 

wear. Spine with scraping

P-4210
Graf Zeppelin: His Life and Work [Paperback] 

Lutz Tittel

Translated from German. This brochure has been compiled in the 

context of a touring exhibition of Count Zeppelin- his life and his 

work. The purpose of these pages is to make information available 

on the most important periods and stations in the life of Graf 

Zeppelin

$25.00
Pages clean and fresh. No visible use. Pages and 

binding are firm and tight

P-4211
Zeppelin-Sammlung Heinz Urban [Paperback] 

Lutz Tittel

Catalog collection of Zeppelin memorabilia collected by Heinz 

Urban
$30.00

Pages and binding are firmand tight. Appears 

never used.

P-4212
Die Fahrten Des LZ4 1908 [Paperback] Lutz 

Tittel

Details the short life of the LZ-4 and her flights including times of 

landing, etc....
$45.00
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